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Abstract

When we create 2D animations on a desktop computer
using programs such as Microsoft PowerPoint or Macrome-
dia Flash, we assign effects to objects and define their pa-
rameters, such as their path, speed, and time of movement.
To do this, we use conventional interfaces like menus or dia-
log boxes. However, the motion effects associated with each
object are not displayed on the canvas explicitly, so the user
can investigate the properties of each object only by open-
ing a dialog box to see the animations that are associated
with the object. Moreover, setting various parameters us-
ing menus and dialog boxes is time-consuming because the
user must set each parameter individually.

We have therefore developed a method that uses effect
lines to set each effect and its parameters. Effect lines are a
popular technique that is used in comics and cartoons. They
depict information on the effects of an object, such as its
speed, length of path, and degree of rotation. They enable
us to set effects using simple gestures. In addition, the effect
lines can be combined. That is, the effects that each set of
effect lines have are merged. This feature makes effect lines
flexible for users to create various animations. Effect lines
enable the user to recognize animation by displaying the
effect lines on each key frame during on-screen editing.

We have developed a prototype animation authoring sys-
tem. Using this system, the user can create various anima-
tions with effect lines. We evaluated the effectiveness of our
method as a visual input and pictorial output method, and
discuss its use. The user can set most of the ”start effects”
found in PowerPoint by using effect lines.
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1 Introduction

Much of the authoring software used for making web
pages and presentations, such as Microsoft PowerPoint and
SWiSH2 [1], has an interface that enables the user to create
2D animations by selecting and applying motion effects that
are built into the system. Various parameters for each effect
are defined using a dialog box. For example, to animate a
box that rotates 360 degrees, the user creates a box on the
canvas, selects the “rotation” effect from the menu, and sets
its parameters, such as the number of degrees and direction,
with a dialog box.

However, there are two problems with such interfaces.
First, the motion effects associated with each object are of-
ten not displayed on the canvas explicitly, so to investigate
the properties of an object the user has to open a dialog
box to see the animations that are associated with the ob-
ject. Second, setting various parameters using menus and
dialog boxes is time-consuming because the user must set
each parameter individually.

To cope with these problems, we propose a new method
that specifies animation effects by drawing effect lines. Ef-
fect lines are a popular technique that is used in comics and
cartoons. They are auxiliary lines drawn adjacent to ob-
jects and characters to depict non-physical things, such as
the emotions of characters and the movement of objects.



In addition, we can understand some parameters from their
depiction. For example, speed lines are effect lines that rep-
resent the motions of objects in still pictures and they show
the parameters of that motion, such as its speed, distance,
and direction.

We designed several effect lines for specifying anima-
tions. They can be used to achieve the following simultane-
ously:

• Choose target objects: the user can choose target ob-
jects and where to draw them.

• Select motion effects: the user can select motion ef-
fects based on the type of effect line. It is also possible
to combine effects by drawing different effect lines to-
gether.

• Set parameters: the user can set multiple parameters
for a motion effect using the shapes of the lines.

• Help comprehension of animations: displaying effect
lines on screen during editing can help the user to com-
prehend animation in a still picture. Furthermore, ef-
fect lines are as natural as a picture.

Figure 1 shows two examples of setting motion using our
effect lines. The upper figure shows an effect that indicates
the movement of a car to the left. In this example, the group
of parallel lines represents movement to the left. The length
and direction of the effect lines indicate the distance and di-
rection of movement, respectively. The lower figure shows
an effect that causes a question mark to tumble to the lower
left. In this example, the spiral line represents rolling. The
length of the spiral line indicates the distance that the object
rolls.

Figure 1. Defining animation with effect lines:
top “move parallel”, bottom “roll”.

We have designed and implemented a prototype anima-
tion authoring system that uses effect lines, and used our
system to create several animations. We also evaluated the
advantages of our effect lines when setting up animation ef-
fects.

In the next section, we classify and explain the original
effect lines that are used in comics and cartoons. We de-
scribe the design of the interface for our animation author-
ing system using effect lines in Section 3. Section 4 intro-
duces the implementation of our prototype system and how
to use it. Section 5 discusses how well effect lines work as
input and output. Related work is mentioned in Section 6.
Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 7.

2 Effect lines

Several types of effect lines are commonly used in pic-
tures such as those in comics and cartoons. These include
speed, contour, and concentrated lines.

Speed lines Speed lines are drawn to depict the motion of
objects. There are two types of speed line: many parallel (or
nearly parallel) lines drawn as the background of a picture
(Fig. 2(a)) or lines drawn behind an object (Fig. 2(b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Speed lines drawn as back-
ground to an entire picture. (b) Speed lines
drawn only from an object.

Contour lines To depict the motion of objects, contour
lines are also used. Full or partial contour repetitions are
often used to depict the motion of an object (Fig. 3(a) and
3(b)). Their appearance is very dependent on the shape of
the object.

Concentrated lines Concentrated lines converge on a cer-
tain object or point to an entire picture (Fig. 4). They are
drawn to express the speed of an object or character, a feel-
ing of tension, a feeling of oppression, and so on.

There are many other types of effect lines, which can
be drawn to depict various effects. Figure 5 shows effect



(a) (b)

Figure 3. Contour lines[12]: (a) full contour
repetition, (b) partial contour repetition.

Figure 4. An example of concentrated lines.

lines that depict the motion of a conductor’s wand, singers
singing, and joy.

Figure 5. An example of other types of effect
lines

3 Design of the user interface

We designed interfaces to set animation effects by using
effect lines. With these interfaces, we can edit key frames
in an animation.

3.1 Basic effects

We designed seven kinds of effect lines as basic effects.
Figure 6 names each effect and gives an example.

Move A pair of lines is extended from the target object
in the opposite direction of movement. The distance

Figure 6. How to input the basic effects.

moved is represented by the length of the lines, and
the speed by the number of lines.

2D/3D-rotation A pair of arcs surrounds the target object.
If they do not overlap the target object, they represent
2D rotation. If they overlap the target object, they rep-
resent 3D rotation. The degree of rotation is deter-
mined by the length of the arcs, and the direction of
rotation is determined by the direction of the stroke.

Transparency control A set of short lines is directed to-
wards the target object. This produces the ”appeal” or
”fade-in” effect in PowerPoint. The speed with which
the transparency decreases depends on the number of
strokes.

Expanding/Shrinking Four lines overlapping the target
object. These represent animation in which the tar-
get object expands or shrinks. The direction of the



strokes determines whether they represent expanding
or shrinking: if they are drawn from the inside of the
object outward, they represent expansion, and the op-
posite represents shrinkage. The initial size of the ob-
ject depends on the starting points of the strokes. The
final size of the object is the size of the target object.

Vibration A pair of wavy lines drawn on either side of the
target object. The vibration direction is perpendicular
to the direction of the wavy lines.

3.2 Combining animation effects

Effect lines contain information on the operation per-
formed by the object. If several sets of effect lines are as-
sociated with an object in a given key frame, the effects de-
fined by the effect lines must occur simultaneously. There-
fore, when a user draws effect lines to an object that are as-
sociated with other effect lines, their effects are combined
and applied to the object. For example, if we draw effect
lines for “rotate +45 degrees” on an object that is already
associated with the “move” effect, the object moves while
rotating 45 degrees in the clockwise direction. We’ll show
this example in Section 4.4.

3.3 Creating animations with effect lines

In general, when we author an animation using conven-
tional authoring software, the initial state of the animation
is considered. After setting the initial state, we define how
objects change their state. By contrast, effect lines are usu-
ally drawn to an object that has completed an effect. As
described above, effect lines contain information on the
completed operation that has been enacted by the object.
Therefore, we cannot set a possible future motion with ef-
fect lines. We propose a method of editing animation that
uses effect lines. In it, the final state of the animation is
prepared first, and then we define how the objects moved
before reaching that state.

When a user draws effect lines on the editing screen, our
method creates a new key frame that represents the state
immediately before the effect occurred. For example, if the
user draws the effect lines shown in the upper part of Figure
1, the system creates a key frame in which the car is in the
initial location shown before it moves.

4 Prototype System

We have implemented a prototype animation authoring
system.

Figure 7. A screen image of our system and
the "KANETUKI" (striking a bell) animation.

4.1 Overview of the user interface

Figure 7 shows an overview of the user interface in our
authoring system. The system has an editing panel and a
story view panel.

The editing panel is for editing and displaying key
frames. It is also possible to preview the animation. The
user positions objects and draws the effect lines to create an
animation. The effect lines are visible only while editing
key frames. When previewing animations, the effect lines
are not displayed in this panel.

The story view panel shows the series of key frames cre-
ated in the edit panel. This helps the user to understand the
animations. For example, the story view in Figure 7 illus-
trates the following: (1) there is a bar and a bell; (2) the bar
moves towards the bell, while rotating, and (3) strikes the
bell, causing the bell to vibrate.

4.2 Drawing effect lines

To distinguish effect lines from other target objects, the
user must change the input mode explicitly. To create ob-
jects, the user draws them by dragging while pressing the
left mouse button (if a pen interface is used, then the pen
button is not pressed). Conversely, to draw effect lines,
the user drags the mouse while pressing the right button
(or while pressing the button when using a pen interface).
Whenever the user inputs effect lines, the system shows a
preview of the effect.

It is possible to combine effects, as described in Sec-
tion 3.2. For example, if we draw effect lines for “rotate
+45 degrees” on an object that is already associated with
the “move” effect, the object will move while rotating 45



Figure 8. The components of this system and
the process used to manipulate the user in-
put.

degrees in the clockwise direction. We will show this ex-
ample in Section 4.4.

4.3 System architecture

Figure 8 shows a schematic of the components in our
system. The process of manipulating input effect lines is as
follows:

1. The edit panel sends the input stroke to the interpreter
as stroke data.

2. The interpreter sends the stroke to the recognizer in
order to manipulate it.

3. The recognizer compares it with the data for stroke
matching and returns the result to the interpreter.

4. The interpreter manipulates the stroke with the result
and sets the effect as animation data.

To implement the interpreter and recognizer for the input
strokes, we used the SATIN toolkit [7]. With SATIN and
Quill [11], we can train the system to recognize types of
strokes by providing examples of the strokes.

4.4 Example

Figure 9 shows an animation in which an airplane climbs
and descends gradually, while moving to the right and ro-
tating 45 degrees.

The user makes the animation in the following way:

(A) The user selects an image of a plane from a file and
puts it at the final position, where the plane will stop.

(B) The user draws “move” effect lines behind the plane.
This operation generates a new key frame that precedes
the original key frame; the two key frames make an
animation in which the plane moves from the end of
the line to its current position.

(C) Then, the user adds “rotate 45 degrees” effect lines to
the last key frame. This added effect is merged with the
already specified ”move” effect, changing the angle of
the airplane in the starting key frame.

(D) The user switches from the current key frame to the
previous one in the edit panel by using the slide bar or
the “back” button. Then, the user draws “move” effect
lines. This operation generates a new key frame that
precedes the current key frame, and creates an anima-
tion in which the plane climbs to the upper-right.

5 Discussion

5.1 Evaluation

One of the merits of our method is that the user can com-
bine basic effect lines to depict various animation effects, as
shown in the example (“move” and “rotate +45 degrees”) in
Figure 9.

We compared our method with the effects in the Mi-
crosoft PowerPoint menu in Office XP, in order to evaluate
the animation effects generated by our technique. Since our
method defines the “starting effect” only with effect lines,
as stated in Section 3.3, we made our comparison with the
starting effects in PowerPoint.

We designed seven basic animation effects (See Section
3.1 and Figure 6) and evaluated how many of the “starting
effects” in PowerPoint we can create, when these basic ef-
fects and their parameters are defined using effect lines. For
example, we can create “stretch” in the PowerPoint effect
menu, which is a composite of “fade-in (decreasing trans-
parency)” and “expansion”. Fourteen effects in PowerPoint
involve using a mask, which is used to make an object par-
tially transparent, such as the “dissolve-in”, “ease-in” and
“wheel” effects. Since we cannot set the motion of these
masks, we excluded these 14 effects from our comparison.
Table 1 shows the results of the comparison.



Figure 9. An example of animation authoring using our system.

There are 14 effects using a mask, which is used for
making an object partially transparent, such as “dissolve-
in”, “ease-in” and “wheel” effects. Since we cannot set the
motion of these masks, we excepted those 14 effects from
comparison targets.

We were able to create 32 of the 36 PowerPoint effects
using our basic effects set. We could not change the color
as in “type color” and “bound”, “light-speed”, and “swish”
all required an acceleration parameter for their motion.

5.2 Expressiveness of effect lines

By drawing effect lines, the user can specify the target
object, select the type of animation effect, and specify mul-
tiple parameters, simultaneously. Moreover, effect lines can
be combined to make new effects. However, our experi-
ence in creating animations using this method has shown
that some effects are difficult to depict with effect lines.

First, it is difficult to specify animation effects that cause
the target object to vanish, such as whiteout, because ef-
fect lines are drawn to the final state of the object. We are
considering two ways to cope with this problem. One is
to incorporate “ghost objects” into our system so that we
can include vanishing effects. The other method is to draw

such effects in the starting key frame. We plan to determine
which is the better method.

Second, some animation effects are difficult to represent
using “lines”. For example, our system currently does not
provide a way to specify an effect that changes the color of
objects or an effect that accelerates a motion. It is possible
to use special lines to depict such effects, but this may not
be an effective method. We plan to add more types of effect
“lines” after studying various drawing techniques.

5.3 Effect lines as a static representation of ani-
mation

Effect lines displayed on each editing key frame help the
user to understand the animation. Moreover, they naturally
fit in still pictures. However, it is difficult to specify and
understand the exact value of each parameter only from the
shape of effect lines. It is also necessary to consider the
method used to depict the effect lines. For example, we
can’t recognize which the direction an object with “rotate
+45 degrees” or “rotate -45 degrees” rotates to. We plan to
consider methods of drawing lines with a pen that display
the values of various parameters.



Able to create appeal, crawl-in, slide-in, flash,
expand, fade&zoom, fade,
fade&turn (text only), up, com-
press, stretch, rise-up, unfold
(text only), grow&turn, zoom,
spinner, down, revolve, curve,
credit-title, spiral-in, thread,
boomerang, flip (text only),
whip (text only), glider, sling,
turn, pinwheel, fold, float,
magnify.

Unable to create type color (text only), bound,
light-speed, swish (text only)

Table 1. The effects in PowerPoint that we
were able (or unable) to create from the basic
effects described in Section 3.1. “text only”
means that the effect is applicable only to a
text object.

6 Related work

Some developers have helped non-programmers, such as
children, to create animated simulations or animations using
pattern-matching methods. The user specifies animations
using some before and after pictures that describe how the
objects in the picture move. Such software includes Stage-
cast Creator [4], which is an expansion product of KidSim
[5], Agent Sheets [14], and Viscuit [6]. However, it is dif-
ficult to combine rules in the same way as effect lines. For
example, to combine “OBJECT X moves to the right” and
“OBJECT X rolls”, a new rule must be defined that de-
scribes the combination of the two motions. Using effect
lines, we can achieve this simply by drawing two effect lines
into the picture.

Alice [3, 2] can create 3D character animations. To cre-
ate an animation, users specify animation scripts that call
animation commands in Alice’s animation library. Scripts
can be created by writing text or by using ther GUI, but it is
still difficult for non-programmers, such as animation cre-
ators, to create animations in a language-based system such
as Alice.

Some researchers have proposed methods for creating
character animation that use a motion path with a 2D
[1, 16, 15, 17] or 3D GUI [13]. Recently, this method
has been adopted in Microsoft PowerPoint and Macrome-
dia Flash. The user can specify the locus of objects directly,
making it easy to specify an object’s motion in animation
programs or 3D space. However, this method inputs only
the motion path of an object.

Speed lines[8, 12], motion lines[10], cartoon blur[9], and

other methods can depict animation effects in still pictures.
The flow visualization technique used to depict fluid move-
ment has a similar purpose. However, they are not used to
specify animations, which is the differentiating feature of
our method.

7 Conclusion

We propose a method that uses effect lines to add anima-
tion effects in 2D animation authoring. The user can easily
select a target object, choose the animation effects, and set
their parameters simultaneously, in an intelligible way. An-
imation effects can easily be combined by drawing multiple
sets of effect lines in the picture. In addition, displaying the
effect lines on each key frame during on-screen editing al-
lows the user to recognize animation. As we consider this
method suitable for pen input, it can be used to create sim-
ple animations, design presentations, etc., on Tablet PCs or
PDAs. Although we have not yet tested it fully, our method
will help users to make animations more easily.
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